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Created by the team at Gloucester Brewery, this premium spirit range was inspired by their home in the 
heart of the Gloucester Docks, where it is distilled and bottled. The team at the distillery have created 
gins to reflect an exceptional character that people can count on for the highest quality and refined 
taste. That means their virtuous sprits are rare and offer a unique taste experience.  

All of the Fox's Kiln gins include the following botanicals: juniper berries, coriander seeds, angelica, 
orris, cardamom pod, bay leaf, pink peppercorns, camomile, fresh lemon. These form the base recipe 
for their Classic Gin with fresh, natural ingredients then used to create their delicious flavoured spirits. 

Style ABV Case Individual

Style ABV Case Individual

Classic
Using a blend of nine carefully selected exotic botanicals our classic 
gin provides an incredibly smooth and balanced finish and is perfect 
for a classic gin and tonic. 40% 1 70

clClassic

Gin



Style ABV Case Individual

Raspberry & Rose Pink Gin
Saturated in real raspberries, aromas of luscious red fruits waft from 
the glass providing a delicate sweetness. Partnered with gentle 
undertones of rose petals and the zing of fresh lemon, juniper 
berries offer background structure with subtle hints of pink 
peppercorn, creating an elegantly soft and smooth finish.

40% 1 70
cl

Blood Orange
Expect the scent of orange blossom in your glass with subtle hints of 
fennel combined with our classic botanicals including angelica and 
fresh lemon, this gin just bursts with bright, zesty citrus notes. Made 
using real oranges.

40% 1 70
cl

Rhubarb & Ginger
Immerse yourself in rhubarb heaven with the tart and crisp edge it 
provides to our classic recipe, beautifully paired with the warmth 
and zing from bright ginger notes for a smooth full-bodied finish

Flavoured

40% 1 70
cl
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